Global health initiatives have long focused on the health of poor people in poor countries. Changes in demographic, economic, and health patterns challenge our understanding about where to direct our attention. Most of the world’s poor now live in middle-income countries. How should this affect the distribution of development assistance for health? Should we give priority to poor people or poor countries?

The Sustainable Development Goals were adopted by the United Nations in September 2015. These goals have broadened the global development agenda in general, and the global health agenda more specifically (1). Goal 3 – *Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages* – is devoted to health. An objective under this goal is to *achieve universal health coverage, including financial risk protection, access to quality essential health-care services and access to safe, effective, quality and affordable essential medicines and vaccines for all*. Moving towards universal health coverage will require an increase in health financing – both domestic and external – from current levels (2). External financing is commonly referred to as ‘health aid’ or ‘development assistance for health’ (3). Though health spending in low- and middle-income countries is mainly financed by government budgets and private financing where patients pay directly to healthcare providers (also known as out-of-pocket payments), development assistance also plays a role. The absolute amount reached USD 36.4 billion in 2015 (4).

The first years of the millennium (2000–2009) have been described as the ‘golden era’ of global health, where development assistance for health increased by 11.3 % per year through increased contributions from high-income countries as well as philanthropic donors (4). Since 2010 the increase has faltered, with an annual growth of 1.2 % between 2010 and 2015 (4). The implications for poor people in countries with low domestic spending on health care deserve further scrutiny. When resources are limited, it is crucial to discuss where and how to best invest resources for health.

The primary objective of development assistance for health could be seen as to improve the
health of the world’s poorest, and that funding should aim to reach populations with the greatest need. This is particularly important with respect to universal health coverage. The poorest populations are often those who suffer the most from lack of access to health care, both due to poorer health and a greater risk of catastrophic out-of-pocket expenses. The latter refers to medical expenses that push households below, or further below, the poverty line (5).

In this article, we draw upon recent literature examining the altered classification of countries by income level, and the corresponding changes in the geographic distribution of the world’s poorest. We then discuss implications for how development assistance for health should be distributed to finance universal health coverage.

The majority of the world’s poorest do not live in the poorest countries

Recent developments at country level challenge traditional assumptions about the geographic location of the world’s poorest populations. The landscape has drastically changed since 1990. Almost 75% of the world’s poorest now live in middle-income countries (Figure 1 and Table 1) (6, 7). The altered distribution can partially be explained by economic development at country level.
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**Figure 1** Proportion of the world’s poorest living below USD 1.25 a day in low- and middle-income countries (6).

**Table 1**

Health and poverty in low-, middle- and high-income countries in 2013 (7).
Between 1990 and 2010 many countries, including populous countries such as China, Nigeria, India, Indonesia, and Pakistan, transitioned from low-income to middle-income country status. In spite of economic development and improvements in average income per capita, the absolute number of poor people fell less than expected in most of these countries (8).

Now, 90% of the world’s poorest are concentrated in approximately 20 countries, and almost half of these are middle-income countries previously classified as low-income countries (8). When countries have transitioned to middle-income status, they also transition away from support from global health initiatives such as GAVI (formerly known as the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization) and the Global Fund (6, 9).

### Distributing global health financing fairly

From one perspective, what should matter to development assistance is ‘poor people’, irrespective of their geographic location (10). Accordingly, middle-income countries should be eligible for development assistance for health (10–12). Further, the classification itself has been criticised as the threshold is somewhat arbitrary (12–14); countries above or below the same threshold differ widely with respect to health needs and the capacity to address them (9, 10).

On the other hand, obtaining middle-income status reflects a country’s increasing internal capacity to respond to its health needs, in some cases entirely without external support. The financing gaps are thus likely to be greater for low-income countries (13). Recent estimates from the World Health Organization support a view that the poorest countries are in most need of external health financing (15). The study estimated the additional investments needed to achieve the health-related sustainable development targets in low- and middle-income countries, and identified large financing gaps.

Many countries will depend on continued external financial support to strengthen their health systems. Particularly, fragile and conflict-ridden states with weak health and welfare institutions will continue to need development assistance for health (15). Further, the study argued that middle-income countries are ‘well equipped to self-finance the investment’, and that the largest financing gaps are in low-income countries (15), indicating that development assistance for health should primarily be directed to these countries.

Despite gaps in healthcare financing, most countries have the capacity to increase investments in health systems (15). Spending on health care is predicted to progress faster in upper-middle-income countries, while health spending in low-income countries is estimated to remain low (16).

This is an additional argument for giving more priority to low-income countries. Even if they experience economic growth, many are far from spending the recommended 5% of gross domestic product on health care (17). However, middle-income countries may have difficulties in the short term in mobilizing resources to replace recent bilateral, multilateral and philanthropic support. It is therefore crucial to consider potential harms induced by shifting resources away from middle-income countries.

Views diverge about whether middle-income countries, due to their share of the world’s poorest populations, should continue to be eligible for development assistance for health. Scholars have proposed that middle-income countries should not be automatically excluded from development assistance for health per se, but that each country must be...
considered on a case-by-case basis, given their heterogeneity (10, 11, 13).

More recently, efforts have been made to systematically assess criteria guiding the allocation of development assistance for health. Two overarching criteria for distribution have been suggested (13, 18): ‘need’ and ‘effectiveness’. The ‘need’ criterion prescribes that development assistance for health (or aid more generally) should be allocated to countries with the greatest need. This could be measured using a range of indicators, including gross national income per capita, under-five mortality rate, the burden of disease, or income inequality.

The ‘effectiveness’ criterion prescribes that aid should be allocated to countries where the development gains, such as improvements in health, are likely to be the greatest. A simulation of the implications of eleven criteria identified that low-income countries would receive most development assistance for health given a needs-based approach linked to domestic capacity to address health needs (9). Upper-middle-income countries would receive a greater share of development assistance for health if an income-inequality criterion was given greater weight (9).

Depending on countries’ ability to pay, as measured by gross national income per capita, should we ask whether middle-income countries ought also to contribute to financing global health (13). Some of these countries, such as China, India, and South Africa, have for some time provided aid to other countries (19). These and other countries can play a significant role in the efforts to strengthen financing of health challenges, particularly those that require global collective action.

Global public goods

Since the Ebola outbreak in 2014–15, academia and policymakers have paid increasing attention to the need for global financing arrangements to strengthen production of global public goods (20, 21).

According to the classic definition, global public goods are considered to be goods that are both non-excludable and non-rivalrous (22). When a good is non-excludable, no person (or country) can be prevented from enjoying the benefits of the good once it becomes available. When a good is non-rivalrous, one person’s consumption does not diminish the quantity available to others. For example, the reduced risk of infectious diseases is considered a classic global public good – the benefits are both non-rivalrous and non-excludable to the global population.

Initiatives to improve national and global preparedness to protect against future epidemics and pandemics are also referred to as efforts to strengthen global health security (23). The recent establishment of the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness (CEPI) is an example of a shared global arrangement to finance the achievement of this global public good (20).

Collective financing to produce global public goods and strengthen global health security complicates our discussion of the allocation of global health financing. So far we have primarily discussed how financing and development assistance for health should be targeted to meet the healthcare needs of populations in low- and middle-income countries. The World Health Organization’s estimates to achieve Sustainable Development Goal 3 offer some guidance for financing of global public goods, as in-country epidemic and pandemic preparedness relates to global financing of other health needs (15). The study suggests that three-quarters of the investments to achieve the health targets should be in health workforce and infrastructure, including services that strengthen preparedness against epidemics and pandemics (15). Thus, promotion of global public goods and global health security must not entail diversion of resources away from broader efforts to strengthen general health services, but rather underpin these efforts. However, achieving this synergy will also require careful thinking about how to manage potential tensions (24).
A shared responsibility

As countries progress to achieve the health-related development goals, low-income countries will, in spite of increased domestic financing, still face large financing gaps which require external financing (15, 17).

The majority of the world’s poorest now live in middle-income countries, which should have higher domestic capacity and the ability to fund universal health coverage themselves. Yet, large within-country inequalities in income, health and other indicators of well-being represent huge challenges to these countries, which suggests that their transition from external support should be gradual. The increasing capacities of middle-income countries present opportunities to strengthen cooperation and mechanisms to finance shared health challenges.

The main impetus for promoting universal health coverage and addressing other global health challenges should not be self-interest. Rather, our efforts should stem from the fact that it is unfair and unacceptable in a globalised and interconnected world that income levels and poverty still determine people’s opportunities to lead long and healthy lives.
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